Introduction
In this papei we give an axiom system foi the class oi degeneiate hyperbolic planes and discuss some features of these structures. Usual, clas.sical hyperbolic plane is a structure whose universe consists of points inside some fixed conic in a projective plane (c.f. (11). In analogy we call a degenerate hyperbolic plane a structure in which point-universe is a interior of degenerate conic and lines are appropriate secants. The language we choose contains as a primitive notion the relation of directed parallelity; in the affine model such a relation means that appropriate half lines meet at the horizon, i.e. on the boundaiy of the stripe. A general axiom system for directed parallelity was given in 121; models oi this axiom system in this paper are called quasihyperbolic structures. The class oi quasihyperbolic planes includes the class oi ordered aifine planes (c.i. [3] ), the class oi hyperbolic planes, the class oi Strambach planes (c.i.141) and the class of degenerate hyperbolic planes. Thus the aim of this paper is to distinguish degenerate hyperbolic planes from among all the quasihyperbolic planes. To this aim we define and investigate symmetries, which enable us to construct a field in our structure and to use this field in description of models of the axiom system we propose.
Various configurational axioms are considered, which imply required properties of the family of reflections; in particular we try to formulate these axioms as statements on perspective position of certain figures. This is the technique which was already used in the case of Strambach planes (c.f.141).
Other axiom systems describing the class of degenerate hyperbolic planes can be found in [8] (where our structures are described as open convex subsets of pappian affine plane, whose boundary is formed by two lines) and in (7) (where the planes in question are considered as group-planes over suitable Hjelmslev'Groups).
Preliminaries, intended models and basic axioms Let F = <F;+,•,0,1,<> be an ordered field, let A(F) = <F 2 ;B> be the ordered affine plane over F, where B is the betweenness relation (c.f.191). For a*b we denote by Stf the halfline with 2 origin a passing through b. Let V = {<x,y> € F :-l<x<l> and
The relation t will be called the directed parallelity.
Note, that B|V is definable in terms of t:
Let L be the collinearity relation (defined by t or B) and let £ be the class of lines in A(F). Ve set 2 W = <knW:k e £}\{0} and il(F) = <W; t, £ y >.
The structure fl(F) will be called the degenerate hyperbolic plane over F. Clearly ZsfiV) is definable in <V;t>, however it is more convenient to consider lines as a primitive notion.
Moreover t is definable in <V;£y>, like in the case of classical A precise elementary axiom system for the class of quasihyperbolic planes is to be found in (2), it is a slight modification of the system given in 13). The class of all quasihyperbolic planes will be denoted by qH.
Let us fix MeqH. For every two distinct points a,beP there is the unique line FE> joining a and b; as previously we denote by atf the hal'fline with origin a passing through b.
Let V = VIM) = { <a,b> e P 2 : a#b}/ f , the set V(M) will be called the horizon of M and its elements will be called ends or directions, or vanishing points. Usually points will be denoted by the letters a,b,c,... and ends by p.q.r We say that a line k is incident with qcV and we write qlk iff there are a,b with k = aE and <a,b> e q. Clearly every line is incident with exactly two ends. Finally aq is the line passing through a and incident with q. In the set V(M) we define two relations, -and E, by the following formulas:
If qeE, then we call q a Euclidean direction. Notice, that if q is Euclidean, then there is the unique direction q such that q-q; clearly q e E.
The relation -is the joinability relation. Note that in Strambach and in hyperbolic planes p-q » p*q, in afiine planes p-q « p = q. In the case of (IH2 we assume the following two additional axioms concerning joinability:
The only two Euclidean directions we denote by u and u. A line k will be called isotropic if wlk, the class of isotropic lines will be denoted by
In the presence of (dHl) the relation of nonjoinability is an equivalence relation in V\E, with exactly two equivalence classes; we denote then by V + and V". Note that if p.q € V\E, p.qlk and p*q, then the line k is determined uniquely and we write k = pq. Oi couise we do not claia that the ioinulas listed above aie logically simple, nevertheless we think that every one of them has a clear geometrical sense and it is relatively easy to draw and remember the pictures associated with these formulas. 
if prnk = qr nk or pr nk = qrnk.
Next we extend a = ffJJ^ on setting a(7s) = a(i)a(s).
Finally for every a < pq we define e£ q (a) = a' iff there exist c,d e k and I \> 1 2 € ^ such that <c,a>,<a',d> e r ^, <a,d>,<c,a'> e ig, and {r^,^} = {p,qK
From the properties of quasihyperbolic planes with Euclidean directions it follows that the above formula defines a function.
The functions ffj^V * V and * t can be defined also in hyperbolic planes. However the definition of ffjj^P * P must be given another (cf. 14)) fa if aek ffP q la) = la' if a*k,alm,n,m*n,a' Iejp(m) .ej/Mn) ,plm,k,qln,k Lemma 1.
(i) If M satisfies PB(k) and «{^(r) = s*r, then e£ q | v = e£ S |y.
(ii) If M satisfies DHR4(k) and e£ q (r> = s*r, then e£ q {a) = ff£ s (a) for every aipq u rs. Proof, (i) Follows immediately from the definition. Let q-t, r; for arbitrary t * p,q,r,s we consider c^ = ps n qr, C2 = qF n pe£ q (t) and Cg = rff£ q (t) n Fs and we apply PB(k).
(ii) Analogously is an immediate consequence of DHR4(k).
(iii) First we notice, that ajbjC ? in the formula DHR2 can be interchanged with a^b^ e To prove Lemma we substitute: Since an open affine half-plane is isomorphic to fl(F) we obtain as a consequence Fig 6a) , it would be nice to know if there is an interesting application of DHR2 when ~p-q.
Finally we notice that all the axioms we propose are special versions of the Desargues and Pappos Axioms. There are
